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Let G be a locally compact group and H a closed sub-

group of G such that G/H admits a finite invariant measure (we call such a
subgroup a generalized uniform subgroup of G). In [1], Borel showed that the
centralizer ZG(H) of H in G is equal to the center Z(G) of G when G
is a semisimple connected Lie group without compact factors. Recently, Greenleaf-Moskowitz-Rothschild [3] extended Borel's result to those connected Lie
groups G with the property that Z(G) = B(G) where B(G) is the set of
bounded elements of G (an element x of G is bounded if the conjugacy
class of x has compact closure). In [16] we prove a result analogous to that of
Greenleaf-Moskowitz-Rothschild for linear algebraic groups.
Here we investigate compactness conditions satisfied by ZG(H) (see §1
for all compactness conditions on locally compact groups). S. P. Wang [19]
showed that ZG(H) is a [Z] group and therefore an [FD]~ group (see [5])
when G is a connected Lie group and H is discrete. In [11], using Borel's
density theorem above, D. H. Lee showed that ZG(H) is an [FD] ~ group for
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connected Lie groups without assuming that H is discrete. Greenleaf-MoskowitzRothschild [3] also obtained the same result as D. H. Lee by other means.

Again, utilizing Borel's density theorem and a modification of a lemma of Lee we
prove the following theorems.

2.1. Theorem. Suppose that G is a connected locally compact group
and H a generalized uniform subgroup of G. Then the set of periodic elements

of ZG(H) is compact.
2.2. Theorem. Suppose that G is a locally connected locally compact
group and H a generalized uniform subgroup of G. Then the commutator subgroup of ZG(H) has compact closure.
From this we are able to deduce that ZG(H) is an [FD] ~ group for a
large class of locally compact groups and that in certain cases ZG(H) is in [Z]
or even abelian. Later, we give an example of a totally disconnected group G
such that ZG(H) is not an [FD] ~ group. Nevertheless, when G is a
p-adic linear algebraic group,ZG(H) is again an [FD]~ group (see [16]).
I would like to express my gratitude and appreciation to my thesis adviser,
Professor M. Moskowitz who gave much encouragement and generous help
throughout the writing of this paper.

1. Notations and preliminaries. Throughout this paper, G denotes a
locally compact group and H a closed subgroup of G. We first summarize
some results on measure theory [7] that will be needed later. A measure
ju on the left coset space G/H is said to be invariant if p(xE) = p(E) for all
* G G and all Borel sets E in G/H. When H is invariant in G, then an invariant measure is a Haar measure. If G/H admits a finite invariant measure, we
say that H is a. generalized uniform subgroup of G and if, in addition H is
discrete, then H is called a lattice of G.
Recall that an element g G G is said to be periodic if g is contained in a
compact subgroup of G. We denote by P(G) the set of all periodic elements
of G; P(G) need be neither closed nor a subgroup of G. But, in the case
where G is an [FC] ~ group, P(G) is a closed characteristic subgroup of G
(see Lemma 1.5 below).
Finally, we introduce some notations and list certain classes of locally compact groups as well as several results from various places for the convenience of
future reference.
For subsets D, E of G, we denote by {D, E} the set

{[d, e] = ded~1e- l\dED,eEE},
by (E) the subgroup generated by E and by E~

the closure of E. The
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commutator subgroup of any subgroup A of G is denoted by A' or [A, A].
(1) [IN] = class of locally compact groups G such that G possesses a
compact I(G)-invariant neighborhood of the identity, 1.
(2) [SIN] = class of locally compact groups G such that every neighborhood of 1 in G contains an I (G)-invariant neighborhood of 1.
(3) [FC] ~ = class of locally compact groups G such that every element

of G is bounded, i.e. B(G) = G.
(4) [FD]~ = class of locally compact groups G suchthat

G'~ is com-

pact.

(5) [FIA ] ~ = class of locally compact groups G suchthat 1(G) has
compact closure in A(G) where A(G) is made into a topological group with
the compact-open topology (for example see [6] ).
(6) [Z] = class of locally compact groups G such that G/Z(G) is com-

pact.
1.1. Lemma (Dietzmann Lemma, see [10, p. 154]). (This result was
first proved in [6].) If E is a periodic subset of G such that E consists of
bounded elements and that E~ is compact, then (E)~ is a compact sub-

group of G.
1.2. Lemma [14, p. 185]. If G is discrete and is a finitely generated
periodic [FC]~ group, then G is finite.
1.3. Lemma [6, p. 21]. A compactly generated [FC]~ group G
which contains a dense subset of periodic elements is compact.

1.4. Lemma

[15, Theorem 3D, p. 596]. (This result is stated in [15]

without proof. A proof can be found in [12].) Let G be an [FC] ~ group,
then there exists a compact normal subgroup K of G such that G is an extension 1 —►K —*■G —*■VX D —►1, where V is a vector group and D E

[FC] ~ is discrete.

1.5. Lemma (A special case of [6, Theorem 3.16, p. 21]). Let G be
an [FC]~ group, then P(G) is a closed characteristic [FC]~
G and G is an extension

l-+P(G)-+G-+

subgroup of

VXD—H,

where V is a vector group, D a discrete torsion free abelian group, and V X

D E [FC] - .
1.6. Lemma [13, p. 22]. Let HCL

be closed subgroupsof G. If

G/H has finite invariant measure p, then G/L and L/H both admit finite invariant
measures of which p is a product.
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2. Compactness conditions of ZG(H). We prove Theorems (2.1) and (2.2)
in a series of lemmas and propositions. In the course of the proof, we obtain some
results when an [FC]~ group is an [FD]~ group (see (2.5) and (2.8)).

2.3. Lemma. Let H be a generalized uniform subgroup of G, then ZG(H)
is an [FC] ~ group.
Proof
(See [11, p. 197]). There Lee only dealt with analytic groups; but
the proof is valid for any locally compact group.
2.4. Corollary.
Let H be a generalized uniform subgroup of G. If G
is such that P(G) is compact, then ZG(H)E [FD]~. In particular if G is
aperiodic (i.e. P(G) = {1}), then ZG(H) is abelian.

Proof. Since ZG(H) is an [FC]~ group.it follows from (1.5) that
ZG(H)'CP(ZG(H)). As P(ZG(H)) is contained in P(G), the corollary follows
easily.
2.5. Lemma. Let G bean [FC]~ group and E be a subset of G such
that for all eEE, the inner automorphism ae of G induced by e leaves E
stable (ae(E) C E). Suppose that the set {E, E}~ is compact and that there
exists a finite set {xx = \,x2, •• • ,xn} of distinct elements of G suchthat G =
EUx2EU-'-UxnE.
Then G is an [FD]~ group.

Proof. Set
C={xixj\i,j=

Z?j={C,G},

D2= {E,E},

!,•••,»},

D3 = {C,E}, D4 = {E,C}

and
Z) = Z)j UZ)2UZ>3UZ)4.
Then Dx is finite and D2 has compact closure. Wewrite D3 as Ltec c{ec~1e~! le
G E}. Since every element in G has bounded I(G)-orbit and C is a finite set,
it follows that D3 has compact closure. Similarly D4 has compact closure and
hence D~ is compact. Noticing that D CG' CP(G), we may apply (1.1) to
conclude that (D)~ is a compact subgroup of G. Thus (2.5) will be proved if we

show that <Z)>=G'. For this, it sufficesto show that {G, G}C<Z». Indeed, take
any g, g G G, we have g = xie and g' = Xje for some 1 <i,j<n
Hence

[g,g] = [*,•><?][e.e]

and e,e'EE.

[e'ee'-^.XiXj] \xt,xj] [XjX,,e') [e'.xj],

where each factor in the product is an element of D. So [g, g]
and the proof of (2.5) is complete.

is in <Z)>

centralizers

of generalized
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2.6. Corollary.
Suppose that GG[FC]~
is discrete and that H
is an [FD]~ subgroup of G suchthat G/H is finite. Then GE[FD]~.
Proof. It is obvious that H is a subset of G which satisfies all the
hypotheses of (2.5). Hence G' is compact (finite).

2.7. Lemma . Suppose there exists a compact normal subgroup K of
G suchthat G/K is an [FD]~ group, then G is an [FD]~ group.
Proof. Since G'~K/K = (G/K)'~
hence G'~ are compact.

is compact, therefore G'~K and

2.8. Proposition.
Suppose that G is an [FC]~ group and that H
is an [FD] ~ subgroup of G such that G/H is compact. Then G is an
[FD]~ group.
Proof. By (1.4), there exists a compact normal subgroup K of G
such that G is an extension 1—> ZC—» G —* V X D —M, where V is a
vector group and D E [FC] ~ is discrete. Observing that HK/K is a closed
subgroup of G/K with (G/K)/(HK/K) compact, in view of (2.7), we may

assume that G = VXD.
Since V is an open normal subgroup of G, the canonical projection tj:
G —►G/V is both an open and a closed continuous homomorphism. Hence
both r\(G)¡r¡(H) and n(Z/)'~(= r¡(H'~)) are compact (finite). Therefore by

(2.6), we have v(G)'~ = D'~ finite. Since G'~ - D'~, the proof of (2.8) is
thus complete.
2.9. Lemma (Zassenhaus, Auslander). Let G be a connected Lie
group with its radical R, it: G —►G/R the projection and L a closed subgroup of G. If the \-component L0 of L is solvable, then the \<omponent
(ii(L)~)0 of rr(L)~ is solvable.
2.10. Corollary.
Let G be a connected Lie group whose semisimple
part is compact and L be a closed subgroup of G such that L0 is solvable.
Then L is compactly generated.
Remark. (2.10) was obtained by D. H. Lee using (2.9) (see [11, Lemma
C]) which in turn was proved by H. C. Wang [18, Theorem A] under the further
assumption that R is simply connected. In order to apply Wang's proof to the
present case, we first generalize two technical lemmas in [18].
Let E be a subset of G; by Ln(E) we mean the set of commutators

[?i, \g2>[•••feii-i» S„] "' Illy

g¡EE,

of length k, and by lim„ Ln(E) = 1, we mean that given any neighborhood U
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of 1, there exists an integer n0 suchthat

L„(E) CU

for all n>nQ.

2.11. Lemma (Auslander). Let S be a normal subgroup of a connected Lie group G and rr. G —►G/S be the projection. If S is isomorphic to
T X V, where T is a real torus and V a real vector space, then there exists a
neighborhood W of 1 in G/S such that for any compact subset K of G

with u(K) C W, lim„ L„(K) = 1.
In the case where 5 is isomorphic to a real vector space, (2.11) is

[18, Lemma l,p. 210].
Proof of (2.11). Let <¡>:G~[—*■G be a universal covering of G,
t/~ = 0-1(rX F);then <j)\v~: V~-^-TX
V is a universal covering of
TXV. Let 7T~:G~ —>G~/V~ be the projection; then we have the induced
universal covering 0~: G~/V~ —►G/(TX V) which satisfies the following
commutative diagram

— *~ , G~iv~

G->G/(TX
Since F~

V)

is a vector space, we have by [18, Lemma 1] a neighborhood W~

of 1~ in G~/F~ such that for any subset K~ of G~ with ir~(K~) C
W~,
lim„/.„(£-) =1~.
Suppose we have the following:
(1)

For any compact subset K of G with n(K) C 0~(IV~),
there exists a compact subset ZC~ of G~ suchthat 0(ZC~)
= K and 7r(ZC~)C W~.

Then W = $~(W~) is a neighborhoodof 1 in G/(TX V) such that for any
compact subset K of G with ir(K) C W, lim„ L„(ZC)= 1. Indeed, let U
be any neighborhood of 1 in G, then <l>~i(U) is a neighborhood of 1~ in

G~. So there exists an n0 suchthat
Hence

L„(K~) C 0_1(^)

L„(/s:)= L„(<i>(K~))= 0( /.„(*-)) C «7,

for all n > nQ.

n > n0.

Thus the proof of (2.11) is complete, if we establish (1).
In order to prove (1), we show first that for any kEK,

there exists an

element fc~GG~ suchthat 0(fc~) = fc and 7r(fc~)GW~. Indeed, let
fc GK, then there exists a fc*G R/~ such that 7r(fc)= 0~(fc*) and hence a
fc^ GG~ suchthat 7r~(fc7) = fc*. Therefore
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n(k) = <T(7T~(fc7)) = 7r(0(fc~)) or <p(k~)k~x ETXV.

Thus there exists an h~ E V~ suchthat 0(A~) = 0(fc~)fc_1. Let fc~ =
(A~)-1fc~;then 0(fc~) = fc and fr~(fc~)GIV~.
Now let Uk be an open neighborhood of fc~ in G~ with Uj~ compact and k~EUk CUk C(tt~)-1(W~).
Then {<p(Uk)\kEK} is an open
covering of K, and hence there is a finite subcovering <t>(Uk) U • • • U <l>(Uk) D
K. So the set K~ = $~l(K) n (<7¿- U • • • U Uk ) has the properties speci-

fied in (1). The proof of (2.11) is thus complete.

2.12. Lemma. Let G, S, it, W be as in (2.11), L be a closed subgroup
of G suchthat

L0 is solvable. Then Ln~l(W)

generates a solvable group.

In the case where 5 is isomorphic to a real vector space, (2.12) is [18,

Lemma 2, p. 210]. That (2.12) follows from (2.11) is exactly the same as
[18, Lemma 2] from [18, Lemma 1] ; so we omit the proof here.
The proof of (2.9) is similar to that of [18, Theorem A] with one modification. In the induction step, we replace G/[R, R] by G/[R,R]~
and the
replacement is justified since R is topological solvable.
We are now in the position to prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.

Proof of (2.1). We show first that it suffices to prove (2.1) in the case where
G is an analytic group. Let K be a compact normal subgroup of G with
G/K an analytic group and let rf. G —►G/K be the natural projection which is
continuous, open and closed. Then r)(H) is a generalized uniform subgroup of
r¡(G). Hence by assumption P(Z ,gJt)(H)))
is compact. It follows from (1.5)
and (2.3) that P(ZG(H)) is a closed subgroup of ZG(H). And it is easy to see
that T](P(ZG(H))) is a closed subgroup contained in P(Zr)^G^(i\(H))). Thus
r¡(P(ZG(H))) and hence P(ZG(H)) are compact. This completes the reduction
to the analytic case.
Now we assume that G is an analytic group. Let R be the radical of G
and C be the maximal connected normal compact subgroup of a semisimple
part of G. As RC/R is a normal subgroup of G/R, RC is a normal subgroup
of G and G/RC is a semisimple connected Lie group without compact factors.
Let 7r:G —►G/RC be the natural projection. As n(H)~ is a closed subgroup of
7r(G) suchthat n(G)ln(H)~ (^G/(HRC)~) admits a finite invariant measure, so
by Borel's density theorem [1], we have
Zn(G)(ir(H)-) = Z(ir(G)).

Since n(P(ZG(H))) C n(ZG(H)) C Zn{G)(n(H)-), it follows that *(P(ZG(H)))
is an abelian discrete normal subgroup of 7r(G) and hence it is finitely generated.

(Wenote here that (ZG(H)RC)¡RC= tt(Zg(H)) is abelian; this fact will be used in
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the proof of Corollary2.18.) Hence by (1.2), we have ti(P(Zg(H))) finite. Now

P(ZG(H))l(P(ZG(H))nRC)= n(P(ZG(H)))
and

P(ZG(H))nRCCP(ZRC(H));
in order to prove P(ZG(H)) to be compact, it suffices to show that P(ZRC(H)) is

compact.
Set P = P(ZRC(H)) and P0 the connected component of 1 of P. Then
P0 which is a compactly generated periodic [FC] ~ group is compact (see (1.3)).
Let 5 be the semisimple part of P0 and A(5) (resp. 1(5)) be the topological
(resp. inner) automorphism group of 5. As 5 is normal in P, we can define a

homomorphism0:P—* A(S) by (p(x)= ax\s, xEP. Since A(5)/I(5) is finite

and P/0"1 ( I (5)) = 0(P)/I (5), therefore 0"» ( I (5)) = ZP(5)5 has finiteindexin
P. Thus P will be compact if we show that ZP(S) is compactly generated.
Since P0 = Z(P0)0 • 5, it is easy to see that ZP(S)0 = Z(P0)0. Now ZP(S)0
C Zp(S) C RC; therefore it follows from (2.10) that Zp(S) is compactly generated.

The proof of (2.1) is complete.
Proof of (2.2). We may assume that H is normal in G. Since the
normalizer NG(H) of H in G is a closed subgroup of G containing ZZ,it
follows from (1.6) that NG(H)/H

Also we have ZG(H)CNG(H)

admits a finite (positive) invariant measure.

and ZNg(H)(H) = ZG(H).

Assuming that H is normal in G, we have G/H compact. Let tt: G —►
G/H be the projection, then {rr(xG0)\x E G}, where G0 denotes the 1-component of G, is an open covering of G/H. Let xx = l,x2, ' ' • ,xm be distinct elements of G such that
m

m

G/ZZ= U *(*,Go) and G= U *,GoZZ.
í=i
/=i
Hence ZG(H) = (J£Li ^x-GpH (^)» anc*we rnay arrange the x,-'s such that

Zx.G(p (H)i= 0

for Ï <f <n <m

and

Vo"(//)

= 0 f°r "</<w-

For 2 < i < n, pick a¡ E Zx G H(H); it is easy to see that
Zx¡G0H(H) = aiZGoH(H).
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Thus ZG H(H) is a subgroup of the [PC]- group ZG(H) with finite index.
Therefore in view of (2.8), it suffices to show that ZG H(H) is an [FD] ~ group.

Since GJG0 CiH (=G0H/H) iscompact.it follows from (2.1) that
P(ZG (G0 nZZ)) is compact. Thus it remains to show that

zGo„(zz)'cp(zGo(G0nzz)).
Indeed let c,cEZG

H(H) with c=gh,gEGQ

[c,c'] =ghc'h-lg-1c'-1

=gc'g-1c'-1

and h EH. Then
EG0.

Hence

Zo9hQD' c g0 n zGqH(H)= zGo(H) c zGo(G0n H).
From (1.5), we see that all elements of ZG H(H)' are periodic. Hence we have

ZG H(H)' contained in P(ZG (GQC\H)) and this completes the proof of (2.2).
From (2.2), we have, in particular the following theorem.

2.13.

Theorem.

Let G be a Lie group and H a generalized uniform

subgroup of G. 77ien ZG(H)E[FD]~.
Recall that a weak pro-Lie group is a locally compact group G which contains a compact normal subgroup K of G such that G/K is a Lie group. We
obtain the following corollary of (2.13).

2.14. Corollary.
Let G be a weak pro-Lie group and H be a
generalized uniform subgroup of G. Then ZG(H) E [FD] ~.
Proof. Let K be a compact normal subgroup of G such that G/K
is a Lie group and set Z = ZG(H). By (1.6), we see that HK/K is a generalized uniform subgroup of G/K. Hence it follows from (2.13) that ZG,K(HK/K)

G [FD] - . As ZK/K C ZG/K(HK/K),therefore we have ZK/K E [FD] " . Thus
by (2.7), we have ZK in [FD] ~ and hence Z G [FD] ~.
2.15. Remark.
Suppose K is a compact normal subgroup of G such
that ZG,K(HK/K) is an [FD]~ group, then as shown above, we have ZG(H)

an [FD] ~ group.
2.16. Corollary.
Suppose that G is solvable and connected and
that H is a generalized uniform subgroup of G. Then ZG(H)'~ is compact
and central.
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In the special case where G is analytic and H is discrete this corollary

was proved by S. P. Wang [20].
Proof of (2.16). Since G is connected, there exists a compact normal
subgroup AT of G such that G/K is an analytic group. Therefore by (2.14),
we have ZG(H)'~ compact. Let it: G —►G/K be the natural projection.
Then ir(G)'- is the nilradical of 7r(G). Let L be the unique compact subgroup of n(G)'~. Then L is central in it(G)'~ and hence normal in rr(G).
Therefore 7r_1(Z,) is normal in G and, by Iwasawa [9], n-1(L) is central in
G. Now -n(ZG(H)'~) is a compact subgroup contained in L, thus ZG(H)'~ C
■n~l(L) and the corollary follows.

2.17. Corollary.
Let G be a connected simply connected Lie group
suchthat G/rad(G) has no compact factors and H be a generalized uniform
subgroup of G. Then ZG(H) is abelian.
This corollary has been proved by D. H. Lee [11] and in the special case
where G is solvable and H discrete, it was proved by R. Tolimieri [17] ; In
fact, we can obtain the same result on ZG(H) by slightly weakening the conditions on G (see Corollary 2.18). Corollary 2.18 was also proved by Greenleaf-

Moskowitz-Rothschildby different methods [3].
2.18. Corollary.
Let G be a connected Lie group such that G/rad(G)
has no compact factors and let H be a generalized uniform subgroup of G. If
the center Z(N) of the nilradical N of G is simply connected, then ZG(H)
is abelian.

Proof.

As mentioned in the proof of (2.1), we have (ZG(H)RC)/RC

abelian where P = rad(G) and C is the maximal connected compact normal
subgroup of a semisimple part of G which is trivial in this case. Therefore we
have ZG(H)'~ CR. Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of R that contains ZG(H)'~ ; then K is connected and hence abelian (see [9]). Let L be
the identity component of the normalizer of K in R. Since K is a compact
normal abelian subgroup of L, it follows from [9] that K C Z(L) and in fact,

K C Z(L)0. Now Z(L)0 C nilradicalof L = L'~ C R'~ = N, and so K is the
unique maximal compact subgroup of N and hence K C Z(N). Since Z(N)
contains no compact subgroups, K = {1} and ZG(H) is abelian.

2.19. Corollary.

Let G be an [IN] group and H be a generalized

uniform subgroupof G. Then ZG(H) G [FD]~.
Proof. As any [IN] group is a weak pro-Lie group [6, Theorem 2.11],
the corollary follows from (2.14) immediately. However, we shall give a different
proof which is considerably more elementary.
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As in the proof of (2.2), we may assume that H is normal in G and that
G/H is compact. Let V be a compact I(G)-invariant neighborhood of 1 in
G and U be an open symmetric neighborhood of 1 in G such that U2 C
V. It can be seen easily that we can select m distinct points xx = 1, x2, • • • ,
xm in G such that
m

n

G=\JXiUH

and ZG(H) = IJ ZX.UH(H)

i=l

i=l

'

where 1 < n < m and
Zx.UH(H)*0

for Ki<n;

Zx.UH(H)±0

for n<i<m.

For each 1 <i <n, pick an a¡ E Zx UH(H) with aj = 1, then it is easy to

see that x¡UH C a,-VH. Thus

ZG(H) = (J Z VH(H) = (J «¿Z™ (//).
1= 1

'

i= 1

If we show that ZVH(H) is I(G)-invariant and that {ZVH(H),ZVH(H)}is compact, then we shall have ZG(H) E [FD] ~ by (2.5). It is obvious that
ZVH(H) is I(G)-invariant since both VH and ZG(H) are I(G)-invariant and
ZVH(H) =VHC\ ZG(H). Furthermore, we have {ZVH(H), ZVH(H)} contained in
VV~l. Indeed, for any x, x' GZVH(H), let x' = vh with v E V and h EH, then
[x, x'] =xvhx~1h-1v~1

=xvx~1v~1

E VV'1.

Hence {ZVH(H), ZVH(H)}~is compact and this completes the proof of (2.19).
If we impose some conditions on the generalized uniform subgroup H instead of on G, then there are many cases where ZG(H) becomes an [FD] ~
group or even a [Z] group (since [FD]~ C [Z], see [5, p. 331]) as shown in
the proposition below.

2.20. Proposition. Let G be a locally compact group and H be a
generalized uniform subgroup of G.
(i) If H is such that H/H0 is compact, then ZG(H)E [FD]~.
(ii) If (a) H is a Lie group such that rad(H0) is compact, or (b) H
is compactly generated such that HQ is open and compact, then ZG(H)E

[FD]'.
(iii) If H is an [FD] ~ group, then so is ZG(H).
(iv) If H is abelian, then ZG(H) E [Z].
(v) If 1(H) is closedin k(H), then ZG(H) E [Z].
In particular, if one of the following conditions is satisfied, then 1(H) is closed

in A(H) and (v) follows.
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(a) H is a semisimple Lie group [4, p. 337].
(b) H is a connected Lie group and has a lattice [2]. (In particular, H is
a Q-rational simply connected nilpotent Lie group-a classical result of Malcev.)
(c) H is a t [Z] group.
(d) H is discrete and finitely generated. (In the particular case where G
is an analytic group and H discrete (hence finitely generated), it was proved by

5. P. Wang[19] that ZG(H) is an [Z] group.)
Proof of (2.20). As mentioned in the proof of (2.2), we may assume
that H is normal in G and that G/H is compact.
(v) Let 17:G —►A(ZZ) be the continuous homomorphism defined by
17(g)= agiH. Then ri~l(l(H)) = ZG(H)H is a closed subgroup of G and
hence ZG(H)H/H is compact. Since the map ZG(H) —►ZG(H)H/H is continuous and the compactness of ZG(H)H/H implies that ZG(H) is a-compact,
so the map is open and hence ZG(H)¡ZG(H) n H is topological isomorphic to
ZG(H)H/H Now ZG(ZZ)nZZCcenter(ZG(Z/)),therefore ZG(ZZ)/center(ZG(Z/))
is compact and (v) is proved.
(iv) It is easy to see that H C center(ZG(H)) C ZG(H). Since, by assumption, G/H is compact, it follows that ZG(H) E [Z].
(iii) Assuming that H is a normal [FD] " subgroup of G, we have
tí~ a compact normal subgroup of G. Therefore H/H'~ is an abelian normal
subgroup of G/H'- with compact quotient and it follows from (iv) that
ZG/H <- (H/H'_)E[Z] and in particular in [FD] ~ . Thus by Remark 2.15, we
have ZG(H)E [FD]~.
(ii) (a) Here rad(ZZ0) is a compact normal subgroup of G and
ZZ/rad(ZZ0)is a semisimple Lie group with compact quotient in G/rad(ZZ0).
Since Í (Z//rad(ZZ0))is closed in A(Z//rad(H0))(see [7, p. 337] ), it followsfrom

(v)that ZG/rad(// ^ZZ/radiZZo))is an [FD]~ group and hence ZG(H)E [FD]~

by (2.15).
(b) Since H/H0 is discrete and finitely generated, it follows that 1(H/H0)
is closed in A(ZZ/ZZ0)and as in the proof of (a) above, we have ZG(H)E [FD] ~
(i) Since both H/H0 and (G/H0)I(H/H0) are compact, we have G/HQ and
hence G/G0 compact. Therefore G is a weak pro-Lie group and (i) follows from

(2.14).
We now give an example of a totally disconnected group G with a discrete
[FC] - generalized uniform subgroup H such that ZG(H) is not an [FD] "
group. (See [16] for a class of totally disconnected groups such that ZG(H)E

[FD]-.)
Let H be a weak direct sum of countably many copies of a finite simple

group, discretely topologized. It is obvious that H E [FC] " n [SIN] = [FIA] ~
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(see [5, Theorem 4.1, p. 325]), that is, 1(H)~ is compact. Let G be the semi-

direct product HXn 1(H)- , where r)(a)(h) = a(h),hEH

and a G I (ZZ)_,with

the product topology (see [11]). Then H is a closed normal subgroup of G with
G/H compact. Here G/H has finite invariant measure. An element (h,a)E

ZG(H) if and only if for all h' E H,
(h', id) = (h, OL)(h',
id)(h, a)~■ = (haQi'yh-1, id),
in other words, if and only if a = a _ j.

Now consider the map <¡>:H—*ZG(H)defined by <p(h)= (h,a _x). It is
obvious that 0 is an one-one onto continuous map such that <¡>(hk)
= <¡>(k)<j>(h),
h, fcGZZ(i.e.0 is an antihomomorphism). Since H is a countable infinite discrete group,
ZG(H) = 0(ZZ) is a countable union of closed subsets, namely UheII {(h, a _ x)}.

Hence one of the sets 0({/z}) = {(h, a _x)} has a nonvoid interior and it follows

that ZG(H) is discrete and 0 is a homeomorphism. We claim that ZG(H)'~
is not compact. For if ZG(H)'~ were compact, then using the fact that 0 is
an antihomomorphism and a homeomorphism, we have <¡>(H'~)= <¡>(H)'~ =
ZG(H)'~ and hence H'~ would be compact. But H = H'~ is infinite (not
compact). So the claim is proved.
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